
Practice tasks  

 

 

1. Identifying whether bank mergers were aiming at cost reduction 

Use the dataset referenced as “Assessing M&As of Spanish Savings Banks” to study whether the ideas 
discussed in class on how M&As can create “room for improvement” also apply to this sector. 

• the sheet “Data” includes pre-merger information 

• the sheet “Mergers data” indicates which are the merging units (note that they are additively 
merged at the bottom). Post-merger, these new units should replace the merging one in the 
analyzed dataset 

• I.e. run the analysis once with pre-merger, and once after removing the merging units with the 
merged ones and compare the potential cost savings -- are there any? How much? 

• The column titles suggest which variables can be inputs and outputs. But you do not need to use 
all variables. To give one example, a “financial intermediation approach” could only use deposits, 
operating assets, employees as inputs, and loans and securities as outputs. Be free to amend this 
definition using references you can find on Google Scholar (e.g. https://doi.org/10.1016/S0377-
2217(96)00342-6). 

  

 

2. “Technology hardware and equipment industry” data 

Use dataset referenced as “Additional dataset: Technology hardware and equipment industry” on the 
course webpage to compute output and input oriented benchmarking efficiency scores. Some ideas: 

 

• Set the benchmarks (the best practice frontier) as more demanding (constant returns to scale, 
CSR) or less demanding (variable returns to scale, VRS). 

• Use, at least at first, simple definitions for inputs and outputs. For instance, revenues as output, 
and employees, cost of goods sold (COGS) and selling and administrative expenses (SellAdm) as 
inputs. Be careful to follow the software instructions when formatting and preparing your data 
file. 

• Compute the efficiency scores by year, so that you can compare whether best practices or the 
frontier change over the three available years. 

 

Questions beyond the computation of efficiency coefficients: 

 

1. Is there a higher or lower competition in the industry in 2005 w.r.t. 2004 and 2003 (based on 
your efficiency estimates)? Which is a more informative measure, the mean or the standard 
deviation of efficiency scores? 

2. Do measures of accounting performance (such as ROA or similar, which you have available in 
the dataset, or other which you have learnt how to compute in Topic 2) correlate with efficiency 
estimates? What about other measures such as leverage or margins? How do they correlate? Use, 
for instance, multivariate regressions studied during the first term. 

3. Be creative with additional analyses. 

 

 

This is a group activity. Please submit to me via email by Monday Feb 7 at class time a pdf document 

containing no more than two pages in total, with summary results for each of the two tasks. Use the same 
groups as for the presentations and reports. These pages can be formatted as text, bullet, points, tables, 
figures…again, be creative but stick to max. length. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/S0377-2217(96)00342-6
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